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Abstract 
We describe canonical forms for elements of a classical Lie group of matrices under 
similarity transformations in the group. Matrices in the associated Lie algebra and 
Jordan algebra of matrices inherit related forms under these similarity transformations. 
In general, one cannot achieve diagonal or Schur form, but the form that can be 
achieved displays the eigenvalues of th  matrix. We also discuss matrices in intersections 
of these classes and their Schur-like forms. Such multistructured matrices arise in ap- 
plications from quantum physics and quantum chemistry. © 1999 Published by 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
Many problems that arise in applications have structures that give rise to 
eigenvalue problems for matrices that are members of a classical Lie group, its 
Lie algebra, or an associated Jordan algebra of matrices. 
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Any nonsingular matrix K G C m'm defines a nondegenerate sesquilinear form 
( . , . )onC ruby 
(x, y) = xttKy for x, y E C m, 
where x ~f denotes the conjugate transpose of the column vector x. We restrict 
ourselves to the case that 
(x ,y )=O if and only if (y ,x )=0.  
This condition implies that K is either Hermitian or skew-Hermitian [2]. 
If K is Hermitian, we can perform a change of basis on C m so that the 
sesquilinear form is represented by the matrix 
wherep+ q = m,p >1 O, and q >~ 0. 
If K is skew-Hermitian, we analogously obtain that after a change of basis 
the sesquilinear form is represented by the matrix i•p,q, where p + q = m,p >~ 0, 
and q ~> 0. 
I fK  is real and skew-symmetric, then the nonsingularity of K implies that m 
is even, and after a change of basis, the (., .) form is represented by the matrix 
f 0 '0] J=  -In ' 
where m -- 2n. 
The classical Lie groups we consider here are the matrices that are unitary 
with respect o J or Xp,q [15]. We will discuss only classes of complex matrices 
here, but analogous results also exist for the real case. 
Definition 1. 
1. The Lie group C~p,q of Xp,q-unitary matrices is defined by 
Cp,q = { G E cP+q'P4q: GtI Sp,qG = Sp.q}. An important special case is the uni- 
tary group C!,, = C0.n. 
2. The Lie group 5f~,, of symplectic matrices is defined by 
~9~pzn = {G ¢ C2n'2": GJtJG = J}. 
Developing structure-preserving numerical methods for solving eigenvalue 
problems for matrices in these groups remains an active area of recent research 
[7,9,10,23], motivated by applications arising in signal processing [1] and op- 
timal control for discrete-time and continuous-time linear systems, see [23] and 
the references therein. 
Of equal importance are the Lie algebras .~¢p,q and "~2n corresponding to the 
Lie groups ~p,q and ,9°p2n. 
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Definition 2. 
1. The Lie algebra of Zp,q-skew Hermitian matrices is defined by 
,S:~p.q : {A  • CP4q'P+q: Xp,qA +AHZp,q = 0} 
{ IF  HI = -F" =-H '~- C q'q, C p'q } Gf t : F • C p't', H • G • . 
A special case is the Lie algebra of skew Hermitian matrices °~', = ~J0 .... 
2. The Lie algebra of J-Hermitian matrices (also called Hamiltonian matrices 
or infinitesimally symplectic matrices) is defined by 
~-'2,, = {,4 • C 2n'2n" JA + AHJ = 0} 
{[;. , :...} -F  n : F,  G ,H • C ..... G GH,H 
These Lie algebras also have great importance in practical applications, see 
[4,5,26] for applications of rp,q-skew symmetric matrices and [8,23,20] for ap- 
plications of Hamiltonian matrices. 
The third class of matrices we consider plays a role similar to that of the Lie 
algebras. These are the Jordan algebras [3,16] associated with the two Lie 
groups. 
Definition 3. 
= {[  F G] =F H HH C qq, Cp,,,} _ GH : F • C ~'p, H = • G • 
is the Jordan algebra of £p,q-Hermitian matrices. A special case is the Jordan 
algebra of Hermitian matrices cg,, = %~,,,. 
2. ,C~v-:~2n = {C E C2n'2n: JC  - C I t j  = 0} 
F/1 : F,G, HE  , = = 
is the Jordan algebra of J-skew Hermitian matrices or skew Hamiltonian 
matrices. For applications of these classes ee, for example, [5,27,28]. 
In this paper we discuss structure-preserving similarity transformations to
condensed forms from which the eigenvalues of the matrices can be read off in 
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a simple way. For general matrices these are the Jordan canonical form (under 
similarity transformations with nonsingular matrices), see e.g. [13], and the 
Schur form (under similarity with unitary matrices), see e.g. [14]. While both 
the Jordan form and Schur form display all the eigenvalues, the transformation 
to Jordan form gives the eigenvectors and principal vectors, and the trans- 
formation to Schur form displays one eigenvector and a nested set of invariant 
subspaces. However, the numerical computation of the Schur form is a well- 
conditioned problem, while the reduction to Jordan canonical form is in 
general an ill-conditioned problem, seee.g. [14]. See [29] for classifications of
the structured Jordan forms for the classes of matrices defined above. 
The Jordan structure of a matrix can be computed, with considerably more 
effort than computing the Schur form, by computing the Weyr characteristics, 
which are invariants under unitary similarity transformations, see [17]. But if 
the matrix has an extra symmetry structure, for example if it is Hermitian, skew 
Hermitian or unitary, then the matrix is normal, and the Jordan form and the 
Schur form coincide. Consequently, complete igenstructure information can 
be obtained via a numerically stable procedure [14,27,30] for matrices in these 
classes. 
We may expect hat between the general case and these special cases there 
are more refined condensed forms for matrices from the classes defined above. 
For the classes defined via the skew-symmetric matrix J such forms have been 
discussed in detail in the context of the solution of algebraic Riccati equations 
[8,23]. We will review these results in Section 3. In Section 4 we will then 
discuss analogous condensed forms for the classes defined by the symmetric 
matrix Sp.q. 
In Section 5 we then discuss condensed forms for matrices which lie in the 
intersection of two of the classes defined above. Our main motivation to work 
on this topic arose from a class of matrices that occur in quantum chemistry 
[11,12,25]. In linear response theory one needs to compute igenvalues and 
eigenvectors of matrices of the form 
Such matrices are clearly in ~2n (7 (~ . . . .  A difficulty in computing the eigen- 
structure of such matrices was observed in [11,12], where the structure-pre- 
serving methods sometimes had convergence difficulties. As we will show, these 
difficulties arise from the fact that the reduction to a structured Schur form is 
not always possible, essentially because nonzero vectors may have zero 
"length" in the indefinite form defined by the matrix 2;n,q. Moreover, we will see 
that the eigenvalues and invariant subspaces of the matrix are already available 
in this situation, even though the matrix has not yet been reduced to a trian- 
gular-like structure. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give some preliminary results. 
Proposition 4. 
1. Let M E (fp,q and Mx = 2x with x ~ O. Then 2- J is also an eigenvalue of M, 
and Mn(Sp,qX) = ;~-l(Sp,qX). I f x~Sp,qX ¢ 0 then I,~1 = l ,  
2. Let M E dp,q and Mx = 2x with x ~ O. Then -2  is also an eigenvalue of M, 
and Mtt(z~p,qX) = -•( Sp,qX). I f  xH Zp,qX ~ 0 then 2 = - 2. 
3. Let M E Cgp,q and Mx = 2x with x ~ O. Then 2 is also an eigenvalue of M, and 
MH(z~p,qX) = )t(Zp,qX). I f  xHZ, p,qX ~ 0 then 2 = 2. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions of the Lie group, Lie 
algebra, and Jordan algebra. [] 
Similar results are also known for the Lie group of symplectic matrices and 
the corresponding Lie algebra and Jordan algebra, see e.g. [23,20]. 
There exist a vector space isomorphism between the Lie algebras and the 
associated Jordan algebras: 
Proposition 5. The map A ~-+ iA & a vector space &omorphism between the Lie 
algebra ~lp,q (or Yg2n) and the associated Jordan algebra ~p,q (or :T~v:2~, 
respectively). 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions. [] 
We will use similarity transformations that retain the structure to transform 
the matrices from the Lie groups, Lie algebras and Jordan algebras to a con- 
densed form from which the eigenvalues can be read off in a simple way. These 
are symplectic similarity transformations for 6Pp2n, J~ff2n and 2-'~2n and the 
Sp,q-unitary matrices for (~p,q, ,~p,q and Cgp,q. In order to use such transforma- 
tions for numerical computation, we would prefer that these transformation 
matrices also be unitary, since then the methods can be implemented as nu- 
merically backwards stable procedures. These classes are characterized as 
follows. 
Proposition 6. 
1. Unitary symplectic matrices, i.e., matrices in 6:p2n f~ 02n, are of the form 
E.. I 
-U2 Ul ' 
with  u ,  + = and - = O. 
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2. Matrices & Cp,q A (~,(n = p + q) have the form 0] 
Q2~ 
where Q11 E @ and Q22 ¢ (9q. 
Matrices in all the Lie groups and their intersections can be generated as 
products of elementary matrices in these classes, see e.g. [2,5,23]. Unfortu- 
nately, the class of matrices (gp,q N (9, is not big enough to perform the re- 
duction to the condensed forms. As an extra class of elementary Xp,q-unitary 
transformations, the hyperbolic rotations Hp(c,s) are needed. These matrices 
are equal to the identity matrix except for the 2 × 2 submatrix in rows and 
columns 1 and p + 1, given by 
E: :1 
with Icl 2 -  Isl 2 = 1. 
3. Y-Schur-like forms 
In this section we recall some of the known results concerning Schur- like 
forms for matrices in the classes defined by J. We will call these J-Schur-like 
fo rms.  
Theorem 7. 
(i) Let M E ~2n. Then there ex&ts a symplectie matrix Q E 5~p2n such that 
Q-~MQ=[ T' T2 1 
0 -T~ ' (2) 
where T1, 7"2 C C"'", 7"1 is upper triangular and T2 is Hermitian, if and only if every 
purely imaginary eigenvalue 2 of M has even algebraic multiplicity, say 2k, and 
any basis Xk E C 2"'2k of the maximal &variant subspace for M corresponding to2 
satisfies 
Here ,~c, denotes congruence. 
(ii) Let M E ~9~2,. Then there exists a symplectic matrix Q E ~9~p2~ such that 
Q- IMQ=[  TI TTI2H] , (4) 
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where 1"1, T2 E C"", T1 is upper triangular and T2 is skew Hermitian, if and only if 
ever), real eigenvalue 2 of M has even algebraic multiplicity, say 2k, and any basis 
Xk E C 2"'2k of the maximal invariant subspace for M corresponding to 2 satisfies 
Eq. (3). 
(iii) Let M c 5Tp2.. Then there exists a sympleetic matrix Q c 5~p2~ such that 
Q1MQ=ITt  T2 1 
o Yl - ' '  (5) 
where T1, T2 E C'", Tl is upper triangular nd 1"2 is Hermitian, if and only if every 
unimodular eigenvalue 2 of M has even algebraic' multiplicity, sa  2k, and any 
basis Xk E C2~'2k of the maximal invariant subspace for M corresponding to 2 
satisfies Eq. (3). 
Proof. This result was first stated and proved in [22]. A simpler proof based on 
canonical forms under symplectic similarity transformations has recently been 
given in [24]. [] 
Note that there are also more refined Jordan-like forms for matrices in ~2,,  
5CY{G and Yp2,,, which do not have a triangular structure, see [21]. 
It follows from a result in [6] that the symplectic matrices Q in each part of 
Theorem 7 can be chosen to be unitary symplectic. However, matrices in the J 
classes exist for which the forms (2)-(5) can be achieved only via nonsymplectic 
transformations or not at all. Consider for example the Hamiltonian (and 
symplectic) matrix 
[°,  l J z  . -1,, 0 
Since J is invariant under symplectic similarity transformations, we cannot 
achieve a J-Schur-like form under these transformations. But in the case that 
n = 2m, there exists a J-Schur-like form under a unitary but nonsymplectic 
similarity transformation via 
I '° i'm ° 
1 0 -ilm 
P:=~ i~, Im 0 
l 0 I~ -iI~J 
I iL. 0 
0 
Jim 
0 --Jim 
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In the case that n is odd, no J-Schur-like form can be obtained for J, since the 
matrices T1 and -T (  in Eq. (2) have the same purely imaginary eigenvalues 
(respectively, the matrices T~ and T~ -n in Eq. (5) have the same unimodular 
eigenvalues), but the algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalues i and - i  of  J are 
odd. See [24] for a detailed discussion• 
4. Sp,q-Schur-like forms 
In this section we present results analogous to Theorem 7 concerning Schur- 
like forms for matrices in the classes defined by £p,q under similarity trans- 
formations from the group Cp,q. We will call these forms £p,q -Schur - l i ke forms.  
Of course, if p = 0 or q = 0, then the matrices in question (unitary, skew- 
Hermitian, and Hermitian matrices) are all normal, and their Schur forms 
under unitary similarity transformations are diagonal. So, unless explicitly 
mentioned, we will assume that p and q are both positive (and m = p + q ~> 2). 
We describe the Sp,q -Schur - l i ke  forms in terms of a block 2 × 2 matrix 
P 
with the partitioning 
Pl p2 P3 
pJ "All 0 
P2 0 A22 
t73 0 A32 
P4 0 A42 
p~ 0 As2 
ql 0 0 
q2 0 D22 
q3 0 D32 
q4 0 D42 
q~ 0 Ds2 
q 
;] 
0 
A23 
A33 
0 
P4 
0 
A24 
0 
A44 
A~4 
ps ql q2 q3 q4 • • • qs 
0 0 0 0 0 . . .  0 
A2s 0 C22 C23 C24 "-' C2s 
0 0 C32 0 0 ... 0 
Aas 0 C42 0 C44 " .  Cns 
Ass 0 C~2 0 C~4 .. .  Cs~ 
0 
D23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
024 
0 
D~ 
~4 
• . 0 Bi1 
• . O2~ 0 
. . .  0 0 
• " D4~ 0 
• .. • 
• . .  D~s 0 
0 0 0 -.. 0 
B22 B23 B24 .. • Bz~ 
B32 B33 0 .- • 0 
B42 0 B44 ... B4s 
Bs2 0 B~4 "'" Bss 
(7) 
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s S 
where Zj=IPJ = P, ~k=lqk  = q, and such that 
1. For odd i,pi >>. 0,q; >~ 0. and the blocks A. and B. are each either diagonal 
or void; 
2. for even i, p~ = q~ = 1, provided that s > 1. 
Theorem 8. 
(i) Let M E (ffp,q, then there exists Q c C p,q such that 
P q 
q 
is in the form (7). For odd indicies i, the bIocks A. E Ce, and Bi~ E C'q, are either 
void or diagonal (with eigenvalues of modulus 1). For the even i dicies i, provided 
that s > 1, the blocks A.. B. are both 1 x 1. Furthermore 
A2i,2i q- C2i,2i = D2i,2i --b O2i,2i = ~, 
A21,2i - D2,,2i = B2,,2i - C2i,2i = ,~-1, (8) 
[A2+2i fc2+21 i 21 
k As2i k c~,2, j k BI,2, _] k D/,2, .] (9) 
[A2i,2i+1""" d2i,s] = [D2i,2i+l"" D2i,s], 
= 
Moreover the eigenvalues of M are the eigenvalues of the matrix obtained by 
deleting all the off-diagonal blocks in A, B, C, D. 
(ii) Let M C odp,q. Then there exists Q E 6'p.q such that 
Q- 'MQ= CH , (10) 
with B = -B  z4, A = -A ~, and A, B, C structured as in (7), where for the blocks 
with odd numbered indicies, A. C agp~ and Bi, C dq, are diagonal with purely 
imaginary eigenvalues or void and, provided that s > 1, the even umbered blocks 
A. ,B.  are both 1 x 1. Furthermore 
A2i,2i q- C2i,2i -~- C2i,2i q-B2i,2i = 2. (11) 
Again the eigenvalues of M are the igenvalues of the matrix obtained by deleting 
all the off-diagonal blocks in A, B, and C. 
(iii) Let M C cdp,q. Then there xists Q E (9p.q such that 
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with B = B H, A = A H, and A, B, C structured as in (7), where for the blocks with 
odd numbered indices, All E cge,, B, E ~q, are diagonal with real eigenvalues or
void and, provided that s > 1, the even numbered blocks A,,B~ are both 1 x 1. 
Furthermore 
Azi,2i -}- C2i,2i = -C2i,2i ~- B2i.2i = ,~. (13) 
Again the eigenvalues of M are the igenvalues of the matrix obtained by deleting 
all the off:diagonal blocks in A, B and C. 
Proof. (i) The proof  proceeds via induction on the dimension m = p + q. The 
case m = 1 is trivial, since in this case p = 0 or q = 0. Assume that p and q are 
both positive. Let ,i be an eigenvalue of M, and let 
x= ¢0  
X2 
be an associated eigenvector, with xl E C p and x2 E C q, and let Qll E ~Cp, 
Q22 E (gq be such that 
= e le l ,  = 
where cg = Hxl II, e~ --  IIx~ll are real and nonnegative and ei denotes the ith unit 
vector, e.g. [141. 
I f  el and c~2 are both nonzero, then we cannot el iminate another element 
using a matrix in @,q N (Pro. So if we wish to retain that the matr ix remains in 
the group, we have to use hyperbol ic rotations. 
I f  e~ ¢ e2, then a hyperbol ic t ransformat ion can be appl ied to further reduce 
the transformed vector. We then have to consider the three cases 
el > e2, e~ = e2 ¢ 0 and cg < e2. The case that both parameters are 0 cannot 
happen, since x ¢ O. 
I f  el > e2, then there exists a hyperbol ic rotat ion 
S 
such that 
E: :]E::l=I 01 ,
with/ / ,  = (e~ - e22) 1/2 > O. 
I f  el < e2, then there exists a hyperbol ic rotat ion such that 
I: :]E I:I°I e2 f12 
with/~2 = (e~ - e~) 1/2 > 0. 
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In the third case, cq = ~2, no hyperbolic rotation exists that eliminates either 
of  the two elements. Then we set c = 1, s = 0. 
Having chosen c and s, set 
° l ~22 ~ ~)p'q" 
It follows that 
{ [fl~ 0 --- 0 0 0 ...  0] T, :q > ~2, QT'x = [0 0 " ' '  0 f12 0 ' ' '  0] T, ~1 < ~2, 
[~1 0 ..- 0 ~2 0-- -  0] T, ~1 = ~2 ¢0 .  
In the first case, we see that Q~IMQjel = )~el, so that 
:= Q~I MQI = M' 
and since M C Cp,q, we obtain ]21 = 1, w = 0 and M' C g)p-l.q. 
In the second case, we have 
Q{IMQI ep_~ 1 = )Lep+l, 
so the transformed matrix takes the form 
(14) 
FM,, 0 M13 l
F/I = Q~'MQ1= [ w~12M31 0 M33W~3 J ' 
and since M E 6'p,q, we obtain 
I~l = 1 wl = 0, w3 = 0 and M' = [Mll M13 ] 
' [m3j Ms3 ~P 'q -~ '  
(15) 
In the third case no further reduction of  the vector Q~x = ele~ + a2ep~l is 
possible with a hyperbolic rotation. In this case we have 
2(4 = Q[IMQ1 = y21 M22 y23 M24 | 
mp+l,l w~332 mp+1,p+l w~3~] (16) 
741 M42 Y43 M44.1 
and M(alel + a2%-1) = (~lel + 72ep+l)L From cq = ~2 we obtain that 
mll + ml,p+l = )~, mp~ 1,1 + mp+l,p+l = 2, (17) 
y41 +y43 = 0, )~ +y23 = 0. (18) 
By Proposition 4 we have that  ~,q(el + gp+l) = el -ep+l  is a left eigenvector 
associated with the eigenvalue 2- i Hence we obtain 
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n i l  - -  mp+l, l  = ,~-1 ~ --ml,p+l + mp+l~p+l = ,~-1 
W12 -- W32 ~ O~ W14 -- W34 = O. 
We immediately obtain that the submatrix 
I ml  1 ml.p+l ] 
rap+ 1,1 rap+ 1 ,p+ 1 J 
has the igenvalues 2,,~-1. 
If we consider the unitary matrix 
v~ -~ V•-I 
1 
" , .  
1 
1 
then we obtain from the identities (17)-(20) that 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
As a consequence we obtain that the spectrum of M is equal to the union of the 
spectra of 
Imll ml,p+lJandM,=[M22 M241. 
mp+l,l  mp+l,p+l [M42 M44 
Furthermore, from Eqs. (18) and (20) it is easy to see that M' E @-I,0-I. 
The proof now follows by induction. In each of the above three cases, we 
perform a similarity transformation based on the given eigenvector, and pro- 
duce a matrix in a smaller group whose eigenvalues are the remaining eigen- 
values of the original matrix. By induction, there is a Sp,.q,- unitary matrix V 
such that V-~M'V is in the form of Eqs. (7)-(9). Partitioning V compatibly with 
Eqs. (14) and (15) or Eq. (16), and embedding the partitioned matrix into a
Sp,q-unitary matrix Q2 in the obvious fashion, we see that Q-lMQ has the 
desired form, where Q = Ql Q2. 
The proof for (ii) is analogous while (iii) follows from (ii) using Proposition 
5. [] 
I! UMUn = M= * 4 0 i - '  " (22) M42 * M44J 
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Remark 9. The class of transformation matrices Cp,q is too small to bring every 
matrix in (gp,q, (in dp,q or cge,q) to upper triangular form via similarity. 
Consider for example the matrix 
M := ~ E ~1,1, 
with the eigenvalues 0.5 and 2. There exists no upper triangular matrix in C~,1 
that is similar to M, since in this case all the eigenvalues have to be unimodular. 
On the other hand, the form (7) displays all the eigenvalue information. The 
columns of the part of the matrix that cannot be eliminated have length 0 in the 
indefinite scalar product defined as (u, l))p,q = uH~_~p,qU. 
We also see that, in contrast with the symplectic ase, we cannot obtain the 
condensed form using transformations in Cp,q n (g,,, again since this class is too 
small to perform the necessary reductions. 
Remark 10. In some cases we can reduce the form (7) further if subparts in the 
off-diagonal blocks of the top and bottom part do not have equal length. But 
since we can never eliminate in these blocks completely and since the 
eigenvalues are displayed, we may as well avoid further reduction. 
Remark 11. Since we want the proof of Theorem 8 to be constructive, we start 
every step of the induction by choosing an arbitrary eigenvector. Therefore, the 
parameters pi and qi in (7) are not uniquely determined. 
Analogous results can also be obtained in the case of real matrices in all 
three classes. To obtain these results, we always combine complex conjugate 
pairs of eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors. 
We have presented structured condensed forms from which the eigenvalues 
can be read off in a simple way. These results simplify considerably in the case 
that the matrices have multiple structures. We will discuss Schur forms for such 
matrices in Section 5. 
5. Schur-like forms for multi-structured matrices 
In some applications one needs the computation of eigenvalues of matrices 
that have more than one structure. In this section we present Schur-like forms 
for matrices from intersections of two of the classes introduced in Section 1. 
5.1. Intersections of two Sp,q classes 
Let us first consider the intersections of classes defined by Sp,q and 2:p.~, 
where p + q = p + q = m and, w.l.o.g., p >/3. Directly from the definitions we 
obtain the following structures. 
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Proposition 12. 
(i) Matrices in ,9~p,q ('~ ~p,~ have the form 
I A~ A 2 0 C 1 
-~ '  a~ o c2 
0 B1 0 
Lcf' c~' o B: 
(23) 
AI A2 CBC2~ ] with -A~ A3 E,~C~,q and Bl E ~¢q q. 
cf; c~ 
(ii) Matrices in ~,q A (~,~ have the form 
L-c~' -c," o B2J 
(24) 
with 
A I A2 Cl ] 
A H m 3 C2 
-c~ -c~ B2 
(~;~,q and BI E (~(l-q" 
(iii) Matrices in ~p,q N Cp,¢ have the form 
J 
Ail AI2 0 CCoI ]
m~l A22 0 
0 BI 
L Dj D2 0 Be ] 
(25) 
with J 
Ail AI2 C1] 
A21 A22 C2 
D1 D2 B2 
~)fi,q and B1 C C4_q. 
(iv) Matrices in ~¢p,q N~,~ have the form 
[o °el i] o C" C~; 0 ' 
0 -B H 
(26) 
The intersection of a group with one of the algebras does not show any 
obvious structure. In cases (i)-(iii), the problem reduces to two smaller prob- 
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lems, each having a single structure for which the results of Section 4 apply, 
For case (iv) the computation of the eigenvalues reduces to the computation of 
the singular values of the matrix [C~ C~ B ]. An important special case 
that arises in particle physics [18,19], is the case p = q and/~ = 0. In this case 
the matrices have the form 
where C E C pxp. Again, the eigenvalues can be determined via the singular 
values of C. 
5,2. Intersections ofa J class and a ~p,q class, p ~ n 
In this section we consider matrices with a multiple structure related to both 
J and Sp,q, withp + q = 2n and w.l.o.g, p > n. We obtain the following obvious 
structures which follow directly from the definitions. 
Proposition 13. 
(i) Matrices in o~2. N ,~¢p,q have the Jbrm 
O t 0 C1 0 
A2 0 C2 
[-~' l  0 A1 0 
0 A2 
(28) 
with -Cl A1 E ,~2(n q) [~ ,~:~2(n-q) and A~ 
(ii) Matrices in ,~Fz, A •,q have the form 
C2 ] ] E ~t~ 2q ['1 ~q q. A2 / 
O l 0 Cj 0 
A2 0 C2 
IC IO-A I  0 
-C2 0 -A2 
(29) 
with I A l C1 
L CI -Al 
C °k~2(n-q) N ~f2(" ql and I A2-C2 -A2C2 ] E ~2q ('~ (~q,q' 
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(iii) Matrices & 5~2.  N ~¢p,q have the form 
A2 0 
-G  0 -A2A 
(30) 
A1 Ci ] 
with E ~g~2(n-q) f"l,~2(n-q) and 
C1 -A l  
(iv) Matrices in ~P~2n n (~p,q have the form 
A2 C2 ] E ~9~2q N ~q,q. 
- C2 -A2 I 
Io l A2 0 
C2 0 A 2 J 
(31) 
ci] IA2 c21 with E ~'~2(n-q) N c~2(n_q) and E ~[J2q f-] ~fq,q. 
-C I  AI C2 A2 
No obvious simplified structure occurs in intersections of d~p,q or ~p,q with 
5@2, or of 9ff2, or SP~2, with (gp,q. In all four cases of Proposition 13 the 
treatment of the smaller matrices is relatively easy. The first submatrices in
each of the cases are discussed in detail in [8] while the second submatrices will 
be discussed in Section 5.3. 
5.3. Intersections of a J class and a Sp,q class, p = q = n 
In this section we discuss the most important multi-structured case in ap- 
plications, p = q = n. 
Theorem 14. 
(i) Let 
; ] :  UUH- -wH=I . ,  UVH=VUH } 
Then there xists a unitary matrix Q E C.,n fq Sp2., such that the eigenvalues of 
{)-lM{)= [ Crl2 U 'V] (32) 
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are given by u, 4- vii, where uii and vii denote the ith diagonal element of(_/and V, 
respectively. Furthermore we have (ull + vll)(uii - vii) : 1. 
(ii) Let 
M E ~n.nnJ~f~2.: { [  B BA]: A : -AH,B :BH ).  
Then there exists a unitary matrix Q E (9... A 5~pz., such that the eigenvalues of 
:] 1331 
are given by aii + b., where aii and b. denote the ith diagonal element of A and B, 
respectively, Furthermore b. is real and a. is" purely imaginary. 
(iii) Let 
MEcg. , .AS~2.=( [A  B]: A=AH,B=-BH 1. 
Then there exists a unitary matrix Q E (9n.n A 5Pp2., such that the eigenvalues of 
are given by aii+ b., where a~i and b. denote the ith diagonal element of A and B, 
respectively. Furthermore aii is real and bil is purely imaginary, 
Proof. (i) Let 
M = V E (9.,~ NSp2n, 
and let 
with xt,x2 C C", be an eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 2 of M. If 
x2 ¢ xl, then it follows immediately that 
XI -'~- X2 ] 
xj +x2J 
is also an eigenvector of M associated with the eigenvalue ,L Thus, we may 
assume w.l.o.g, that x2 = x~. (In the case x2 = -Xl the proof follows analo- 
gously by changing some signs.) Let Q 6 (9. be such that QH(xl) = ~el "), where 
# 0. If we form 
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= 
0 Vll Zf  b/ll ~ ' 
LYe, M,, y. M~ 
(2n) . (2n) where Ull,Vll ¢ C and M.,Mv ¢ C ("-11×("-1), then we see that e I +e .+ I is an 
eigenvector of  M associated with the eigenvalue 2, i.e., we have 
vii 1 r jEllj= Ilj 
LVj~ Ull 
The eigenvalues of  
Ull Ull 
are Ull + vi i .Furthermore we have yu + Y,, = 0. Similarly, by Proposition 4 the 
~2,1 (2,1 is a left eigenvector of  aT/associated with the eigenvalue ,~-1 vector e i -e ,+ 1 
so that ~ - ~ = 0 as well. Hence we obtain 
[MuM~IEC 
M~ M, "n-l.n-I UI f-'~P2(n 1) 
and 
//11 Vll J ~ ~;1,1 ('7 ~C:~p2. 
/)11 /All 
Since the latter matrix is symplectic, we have 
(blii -~ Vii)(Uii -- Uii ) = I. 
I f  we consider 
0 
S := 
then we obtain 
0 0 0 
1._1 0 0 
0 1 0 ' 
0 0 1.-1 
[Ul+Vll  vl 
s_l~,l S = 0 M. y~. 
0 0 Ull -- VII ' 
0 M~, y, Mu_l 
i.e., the spectrum of/ I )  is equal to the union of  the spectra of  
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[ 
The rest of the proof follows by induction. 
The proof of (ii) is analogous to the proof of (i) noting that A is skew- 
Hermitian and that B is Hermitian. The proof of (iii) follows from (ii) and 
Proposition 5. [] 
The intersections of algebras with groups again does not give any particular 
structure, so it remains to discuss the final class which motivated our interest in 
analyzing multi-structured matrices. Matrices from the set 
~"~2n N (~n n = : A = = B H (35) 
' -B  
arise in linear response theory in quantum chemistry [11,12,25]. By definition, 
similarity transformations with matrices from 6,,,, C~ 5ep2, will preserve the 
structure. The elements of ¢f~2, have the eigenvalue-symmetry '2, -2 '  while we 
find the eigenvalue-symmetry '2, 2' for the matrices from g~ .... Therefore the 
eigenvalues o fM 6 .~f, 2, N ~,,, will occur in quadruples '2, -2,  2, -~'  unless 2 is 
real or purely imaginary. So we expect 4 × 4-blocks to occur in Schur-like 
forms for these matrices. Before we formulate the main result let us state some 
properties of the matrices under consideration. 
Propos i t ion  15. Let 
M = C Ji~2,, C-I ~ .... let x = ¢ O, 
X2 
with Xl ,x2 ¢ C ~, be an eigenvector of  M associated with the eigenvalue 2 of  M and 
let 
l y := . Xi 
Then 
1. y is' an eigenvector of  M associated with the eigenvalue -2 .  
2. [x~2 - x~] is a left eigenvector of  M associated with the eigenvalue -2.. 
3. I f  2 is not purely imaginary, then x~xl - xfl x2 = O. 
4. M(x  + y) = ;t(x - y) and M(x - y) = 2(x + y). 
5 . [  i x '+x2 ]
k ix2 + xl J 
is an eigenvector of  the matrix 
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EB A] 
:= -A  -B  
associated with the eigenvalue i2. 
Proof. 1, 2, 4 and 5 are easy to verify. Furthermore we have by 2 that 
 llxl 
-B  -A  x 2 
x'  
= -~(gx , -  ~x2/ ,  
i.e., (~+i ) (4x ,  -gx2)  = o. [] 
Theorem 16. 
(i) For each M E 9¢~2, M cg .... there exists Q E ~p2, N (gn,n such that the matrix 
Al l  
A2z 
0- 'MQ = A~, 
-B l l  
-B21  
--Bkl 
A12 • • • A lk  B I I  B12 .-. Blk 
A22 • • • A2k B21 B22 . . .  B2k 
Akz . . .  A~k Bkl  Bk2 • • , Bkk 
-B I2  . . .  - -B lk  - -A l l  -A I2  . .  • -A lk  
-B22  . . .  -B~ -A21  -A22 - . .  - -A2k 
-Bk2  . . .  --Bkk --Akl - -Ak2 • • • - -Akk 
with Aij, Bij E C "~×"j and hi, nj E { 1,2}, has the following properties: 
1. The eigenvalues of M are the eigenvalues of the matrix obtained by deleting all 
the off-diagonal blocks in 
A = [Aij] and 8 = [B~j]. 
2. I f  ni = 1, then the eigenvalues of 
-B ,  -Aii are + - B~.. 
In particular these eigenvalues are both real or both purely imaginary. 
3. I f  ns = 2, let m~2 denote the (1,2) element of A, and mb2 denote the (1,2) 
element of Bii. Then the eigenvalues of 
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are 2, -2, J. and -2, where 
= + ,n 2)(mo2 - m 2). 
(ii) Let 
ME,9%'~2, ,~.~I . , .={[_AB B_A]: A=-An,B=-Bn }. 
Then there exists 0 c 5~p2. A C.,., such that the matrix 
Al l  
A21 
01MO= Ak, 
-n i l  
--B21 
-Bkj 
A12 • .. Alk Bll Bl2 .. • Blk 
A22 • • • A2~ B21 B22 • .. B2k 
Ak2 • • • Akk Bkl Bk2 . . .  B~ 
-B I2  • • • -B I / c  - -A l l  -A I2  • . .  --Alk 
-B22  . . .  -B2k  -A21 -A22 • • • --A2k 
--Bk2 . . .  --Bkk --Akl --Ak2 • • • --Akk 
31 
A = [Aij] and B = [Bij]. 
2. I f  n~ = 1, then the eigenvalues of 
In particular these eigenvalues are both purely imaginary or both real. 
3. I f  ni = 2, let m~2 and ma2 denote the (1 ,2 ) -e lement  ofAil and Bii, respectively. 
Then the igenvalues of 
Aii Bii ] 
-Bii -Ai~ 
are 2, -2 ,  ,~ and -2, where 
2 = v/(rha2 + th~2)(ma2 - mb2). 
with Aij, Bij E C n'×nj and ni, nj C { 1,2},  has the following properties: 
1. The eigenvalues of M are the igenvalues of the matrix obtained by deleting all 
the off-diagonal blocks in 
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Proofl (i) Let 
M = -B  -A 
with A H =A,B  H = B E C "×" and let 
[x ' ]  ~=O'x2  
with xl,x2 E C", be an eigenvector of M associated with the eigenvalue 2. We 
will use transformation matrices that are either of the form 
0 [o 
with Q E g', or hyperbolic rotations H,(c,s) with c,s E a. We have to distin- 
guish two cases: 
(1) xl and x2 are linearly dependent. If we assume w.l.o.g, that xj # 0, then 
there exists 7 E C such that x2 = 7xj. (In the case x, = 0 we consider 
and -2 ,  according to Proposition 15.1.) 
-(") denote the ith unit vector in C", and choose a unitary matrix Q E 6:, Let e. i
such that QHxl = c~el "!, where ~ ¢- 0. Then we obtain 
Q"x2 = 7 el "/ 
and hence we have 
I mo )~ mb )~ 
37/= [Q OQ ]HM [ Q 0QI = y. M. yh Mb 
0 I-rnb -Y~b -m~ -g; "~ 
[ -yb -M~, -y~, -M~ 
(2hi where rn~, rnb E C and Mo, Mb E C (" 11×(. 1/. Since e~ + 7e~2+~I is an eigenvector 
of M associated with the eigenvalue 2, we have 
m~(1 - 72) = (1 + 72))~ and (1 - 7-)Y,~ = 0. 
(a) If 72 = 1, i.e., 7 = ±1, then ;~ = 0 and 
ma + 7mb = 0 
Hence, using 
[i °°° 
In j  0 0 
S:= 0 1 0 
0 0 I.__j 
and y, + 73'~ = 0. 
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we obtain 
s - Ims  = 
0 0 
-Mr -ya -m~.l 
i.e., the spectrum of kT/is the union of the spectra of 
E ma m~l an~ I~ ~1 
-mb -ma -Mr  -Ma 
(b) If ~2 ~ 1, then 
IllandI~J 
are linearly independent and by Proposition 15.1 they are eigenvectors of
ma mr 1 
--mr --ma 
associated with the eigenvalues 2 and -2. Forming 
S ~ 
i 0 0 1,,-1 0  
0 1 0 
0 0 I,_l 
we obtain 
I i  * 0 * 
S_~ I~I S = Ma 0 Mh 
-mb 0 -m,  
i.e., the spectrum of ~¢ is the union of the spectra of 
ma mb Mr 
Since 
] ma mb 
N 
--m b --m a J 
we find by symmetry that 2 must be real or purely imaginary. 
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(2). If xt and x2 are linearly independent, (i.e., in particular n/> 2), then this 
also holds for xl + fix2 and xl - fix2, where fl :/: 0. 
(a) If 2 is not purely imaginary then we have by Proposition 15.3 that 
x~2xl - x~lx2 = 0. Therefore, 
~lX l  
yields 
(x, + Bx2)"(x~ - ~x2) = xf, x, - ~2~x2 + B(~x,  - : , x2)  = 0. 
We may assume w.l.o.g, that fl ~> 1. Otherwise we exchange x~ and x2 and 
consider the eigenvector 
Xl 
associated with the eigenvalue -2, according to Lemma 15.1. There exists 
Q E (9. such that 
QH(Xl + fiX2) = alel ") and Q~l(xl -- fix2) = ~2e~ "), 
where :q and a2 are real and positive. Considering 
o [ _?  • -mo 
-Mb * -M~ J 
with ma,mb c C 2x2 and Ma,Mb E C (n-2)x(n-2), we see that ~lel + g2e2 +~e.+l  
-~  en+2 is an eigenvector f M associated with the eigenvalue 2: 
( /l~\~lgl + eze2 + fl e~+l 
OJ LZxal 
= 2 e~el +e2e2 +-ffe~+l -~e .+2 • 
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(i) I f  f i¢  1, that is fl > 1, then there are hyperbolic rotations 
ci siJ, i= 1,2, 
Si Ci 
such that 
= and = . 
SI Cl 0 $2 C2 
Since cq, =2,/~ E ~, we can choose C i and si to be real. Transforming )171 and the 
eigenvector associated with 2 analogously, we have reduced the problem to the 
case 1 (b). In particular it follows that 2 is real or purely imaginary. 
(ii) I f / /=  1, there exist no hyperbolic rotation as before. Then let 
{mo 1 o 2] 
ma := and mb := L fit,,2 m~3 ] [. mb2 mb3 
The relevant eigenvector is ~e~ + ~2e2 + e je ,+~-  ~2en+2. Thus, using Propo- 
sition 15.4 we obtain: 
I real ma2 mbl mb2 ] I;l 
ma2 ma3 lTnb2 rob3 
--mbl --lnb2 --l'nal --ma2 [0q 
[o --~lb2 --mb3 --#la2 --ma3 
I 0 
0~2 
=2 
0 
--~2 
ma ma2 m l m21I 
#la2 rna3 #Ib2 mb3 _ 
--mbl --mb2 --real --ma2 
--#lb2 --mb3 --~la2 --ma3 L --0~2 
=2 
o 
o 
In particular we have 
~2 ~ 0~1 ma2 + rob2 -= - -Z  and ma2 - mb2 = - -2 .  
1 ~2 
This implies 
2 = V/(n~2 + tnb2)(m, - mb). 
I f  we form the matrix 
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s :=  = 
gl ~2 0 ~1 --g2 0 
gZ ~1 0 --~2 ~1 0 
0 0 / .2  0 0 0 
=1 --~2 0 :q ~2 0 
-~2 ~l 0 :~2 ~1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I~-2 
then we obtain 
S -1 == [tl"'" t2. ]H __ 1 
4~j ~2 
~2 gl 0 0{2 --~1 0 
al 72 0 --:q ~2 0 
0 0 I.-2 0 0 0 
~2 --al 0 ~2 ~l 0 
--~1 0{2 0 O{ I ~2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 In-2 
and noting that according to Proposition 15 1. the columns l and sn+~ are right 
eigenvectors of M associated with the eigenvalues 2 resp. -2  and according to 
Proposition 15 2. the rows ~ and ~+2 are left eigenvectors ofM associated with 
the eigenvalues -2  and ,~, we obtain 
S-1,(4S = 
-2 * * * 0 * * • 
0 -2  0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 * 0 * 
M~ Mb 
0 * 0 * 
0 * * * -2  * * * 
0 0 O0 0 f~ O0 
0 • 0 • 
-M~ -M~ 
0 • 0 , 
i.e., the spectrum of hT/is the union of the spectra of the 4 x 4 matrix 
[_m~b m l]  and I_Mv~a _MMb I
and the eigenvalues of 
ma mb] 
--mb ma 
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are 2, -L, f~ and -2.  
(b) I f2 = -ilt is purely imaginary, then it follows from Proposition 15.5. that 
t] 
ix2 x 
is an eigenvector of 
-A -B  
associated with the eigenvalue p. Transforming this matrix as in the case 2(a), 
yields analogous results for M, since we have for all transformations 
[U V] EG ' "A~p2"V U 
that 
AlL v" [' /] V T 
Note that in the case 2(a) (ii). we obtain the formula 
;t = ikt = ix/(,~tb2 + m~2)(mb - ~)= ~((fi~a2 + lnb2)(ma -- mb). 
In all cases we have 
[ M" M/~ ] C ~2, N%~. k 
-Mb -M,  
with k = n - 1 or k = n - 2. So the proof follows by induction. 
The proof for (ii) follows directly from Proposition 5. [] 
Remark 17. In general the remaining 4 x 4-blocks in Theorem 16 cannot be 
divided further into two 2 x 2-blocks. This is possible only if the eigenvalues 
are real or purely imaginary. 
Remark 18. As we see from the proof of Theorem 16, the only time we need 
hyperbolic rotations is when we want to split certain 4 x 4-blocks into two 
2 x 2-blocks. That means that we are able to achieve a Schur-like form whose 
eigenvalues are displayed by at most 4 x 4-blocks by using only unitary 
transformations. This result does not hold in the real case. 
Remark 19. Not every matrix 
M= -B  -A C~2, ,A% .... 
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has the property that the eigenvalues of M can be obtained by deleting all the 
off-diagonal blocks in A and B. This is a special property of the Schur-like form 
for these matrices. Consider for example 
A= I~ O] and B= [~ ~J. 
In this case M is nonsingular, but the matrix obtained by deleting all the off- 
diagonal blocks in A and B is zero. 
6. Conclusions 
We have discussed Schur-like forms for matrices with one or more algebraic 
structures arising from a classical Lie group, Lie algebra or Jordan algebra. In 
all cases we obtain a structured Schur-like form that displays all the eigen- 
values. In particular, we have obtained such Schur-like forms for multi- 
structured matrices which arise in quantum chemistry. 
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